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Abstract 12 

 13 
This work is centred on the dynamics of identity and professional development of two socio-professional groups; namely, 14 
Social Assistants and Mediators. It takes as its point of departure the characterisation of these socio-professional groups and 15 
their professionalization. The professionalization of the social groups matches the dynamics of identity development and 16 
presupposes social recognition of their professional knowledge and competences that are built in situations of real work and 17 
professional socialization (Dubar, 1997; Wittorski, 2008). Schön's (1996) "epistemology of professional practice" is paramount 18 
in this context, as theoretical knowledge and learning developed in formal training settings are insufficient for their professional 19 
daily work. The study of a qualitative nature was carried out using case studies in four countries - two in Europe and two in 20 
Latin America – Portugal, France, Brazil and Argentina. It had as its principal objectives the identification and analysis of the 21 
dynamics of identity and their articulation with the construction of professional knowledge in two socio-professional groups, 22 
which have been the subject of an increasing social visibility. The research strategies that we favoured were phenomenological 23 
and ethno-methodological, which turned out to be the two fundamental techniques for collecting information; namely, 24 
documentary research and biographical interviews. This methodology allowed us access to the socio-historical processes and 25 
subjective experiences of the participants with respect to their dynamics of professionalisation and in this way we could 26 
understand better the continuities and/or gaps in the processes in relation to their construction of identity. In order to analyse 27 
the data collected we turned to the emerging characterisations, a structural analysis of discourses and continuous comparison, 28 
when searching for evidence in the construction of the interpretative text. As the principal results of the study, we would stress 29 
the singularity of each one of these socio-professional groups taking into account their origins, their socio-historical processes 30 
and the theoretical and ethical assumptions that have structured their identities. Taking, as a reference, the geographical and 31 
cultural variable, it was not possible to find any significant differences in or between any of the groups, which indicates a 32 
consistent specific and cross-disciplinary professional ethos. Also evident was the particularity and relevance of professional 33 
knowledge in the assertion and professional development of both the Social Assistants and the Mediators. 34 
 35 

Keywords: Professional Knowledge, Social Service, Mediation, Dynamics of Identities. 36 
 37 

 38 
1. Introduction 39 
 40 
The studies about the processes of professionalization recognize three fundamental dimensions and structuring of 41 
professional groups: specialization (specific activity), structure (mobilization of characteristic knowledge) and 42 
professionalism (particular function) (Demazière & Gadéa, 2009). These three dimensions are interactive and are 43 
connected with learning and professional knowledge.  44 

Professionalization is a process of updating and renewal of the epistemological foundations of a profession and 45 
the training for its practice (Tardif, 2000), through which professional knowledge represents one of the essential elements 46 
for the visibility of professional groups and the expression of professionalism of the individuals, who are part of that 47 
group. 48 

According to Roche (1999, p. 35), questions related to professionalization gain special relevance “in the moment in 49 
which knowledge does not guarantee in a linear way the competency or professionalism of individuals in an economic 50 
and social context that knows profound changes”. From this it is important to pay attention to: i) questions of professional 51 
development in close relationship to the processes of external and internal change for the subjects, who appeal, among 52 
other things, to the acquisition and mobilization of the many experiences incorporated in competencies suited to the 53 
complexity of their contexts and situations; ii) training and lifelong learning; iii) formal initial training and continuous 54 
                                                                            
1 Translation financed by CECS (Centre for Studies in Communication and Society) from National Funds distributed by FCT (Foundation 
for Science and Technology) in relation to the Strategic Project No. PEst-OE/COM/UI0736/2013 
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training in its many contexts and iv) reflective practices. 55 
In this domain, one can highlight the contributions of the field of Educational Sciences and, in particular, 56 

Psychology of Education, Pedagogy, Curricular Studies and the Sociology of Education. These fields raise questions 57 
about training and learning in articulation with models of learning in adults, reflective practices and social, personal and 58 
professional development and also the construction of identity with particular reference to the works of Dominicé (1990), 59 
Zeichner (1993), Schön (1996), Barbier (1996), Boutinet (1998), Pastré (2011) and Sacristán (2013). 60 

The study presented here focuses on two professional groups: Social Assistants and Mediators. Although their 61 
processes of professionalization are distinct, the professionals of both groups recognize the importance of professional 62 
knowledge in their daily work and in their socio-professional visibility. 63 
 64 
2. Professional Knowledge: Theoretical Standing and Condition of Identity 65 
 66 
The situations that characterize current contexts – social, organizational and professional – are incompatible with an 67 
initial training for the whole of life and with enrolled models of training that have an exclusive technical, instrumental and 68 
objective rationality. The scientific-technical solutions for problems of another nature lead often to disregard, in the 69 
training processes, of the reflective dimension about the psychological and socio-institutional mechanisms, which 70 
structure representations and professional identities.  71 

Boutinet (1985, p. 13) emphasizes, in this respect, that “if we limit ourselves solely to thinking about (professional) 72 
pre-training we lay ourselves open to how difficult is the connection between proposed technical learning and the 73 
evolutionary demands of occupations and professions. For many years these occupations enjoyed a remarkable stability. 74 
Now this is not the case today”. On the other hand, the “reflective practice movement” (Zeichner, 1993) highlights the 75 
importance of reflection in and about professional practices, as well as the necessity of educating for the construction 76 
and production of knowledge. Schön (1996) refers to this in the same way, when he substantiates the importance of 77 
reflection and advocates an ‘epistemology of professional action’, as a synthesis of the dichotomy between theoretical 78 
and practical knowledge or, according to him, the dilemma of rigor and relevance. According to the author (Idem, p. 205), 79 
the model of applied sciences appears incomplete for explaining practical competencies in divergent situations by 80 
proposing in its place “an epistemology of professional action that is implicit in the artistic and intuitive process and which 81 
some practitioners make concerning participation in situations of uncertainty, instability, singularity and conflict of values”.  82 

To be or become a professional corresponds to integration in a particular group that claims knowledge and 83 
competencies and aspires to be efficient, responsible, autonomous and competent (Demazière, 2009). This way, 84 
professional identities are, simultaneously, the result of representations about professional practices and contexts and 85 
fundamental resources in these same practices, thus assuming particular importance for training and learning in this 86 
dynamic of the constructing and reconstructing of identities.  87 

Also the articulation between theoretical and practical knowledge and the possibility and capacity for reflecting 88 
about professional practice, individually and jointly; namely, with work colleagues, are important conditions in the 89 
construction of professional knowledge. Reflection becomes an essential element in the development of experience in 90 
articulation with the construction of identity and the revelation of a ‘capable subject’ (Pastré, 2011, p. 124) - “a subject, 91 
who position him/herself through action before positioning him/herself with knowledge and who uses this knowledge, as a 92 
resource for guiding his/her action”.  93 

The professionalization path of Social Assistants and Mediators enroll both socio-professional groups in a process 94 
in which professional action precedes specific and specialized training. In this sense, although knowledge of action has 95 
preceded training certified specifically for such action, we know that specialized training of quality, certified and 96 
recognized and which can be communicated socially and professionally is a relevant condition in the processes of the 97 
professionalization of socio-professional groups and of their social and professional recognition. This aspect is especially 98 
important both in the competitive context of the market for work and employment and for the professional groups studied 99 
here, to a great extent. Competition between them for the socio-professional spaces that they occupy, for the knowledge 100 
that they mobilize or say they mobilize and for the recognition that they dispute at the social level exists. Once that they 101 
register themselves in a large group designated as ‘social workers’, they are heterogeneous at the level of training, 102 
status, career and positions occupied (Ion & Tricart, 1985; Autés, 1999; Chauvière & Tronche, 2002). 103 

The dynamics of professionalization of both socio-professional groups correspond to distinctive processes, which 104 
come across nowadays in contexts of group assertion and visibility, which are also different. However, they share 105 
objetives and socio-professional spaces with common frequency. Moreover, both are registered in the designated 106 
‘professions of relationship and service’ (Gorz, 1991; Autés, 1999; Dubet, 2002; Silva, 2003), which value moral qualities 107 
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“founded on a professional habitus shaped by qualities of the subject” (Silva, 2007, p. 47) and of knowing how to be. The 108 
work of the Social Assistants and Mediators, as well as the specific competencies of their participation, have a large 109 
component of indeterminateness, which are accompanied by a difficult objectifiation and measurability both inside and 110 
outside of the professional group. 111 

These characteristics of professionalism of both groups allows them to carry out their duties with a certain level of 112 
autonomy but it makes harder their objetification and the legitimization of their practices (Silva, 2007). This is a rationality 113 
particularly valued in the competitive society in which we live but one which is connected “in a way that is contradictory 114 
with the logic of professionalism founded on service and objective delivery” (Silva, 2007, p. 47). According to Gorz 115 
(2001), social work belongs to the category of activities that, though they create a value of use in the market, are 116 
impossible to measure or to maximize profit, since they define their acts and objectives according to the needs of others.  117 

The work of Social Assistants and Mediators is marked by the art of personal contacts and relationships (Ion & 118 
Tricart, 1984) that, when integrated in the framework of bureaucratic organizations , like Social Security or Justice, ends 119 
up by translating itself into administrative-relational know-how in the interface between the world of regulations and every 120 
day life (Ion & Tricart, 1984; Silva, 2007). This explains the difficulty that these professionals have in stating what they do 121 
- a “structural difficulty or impossibility, which is related with the construction of practices in which the purpose finds itself 122 
profoundly linked to the strategy of action” (Silva, 2007, p. 48). In this comparative study between Social Assistants and 123 
Mediators, the former favor instrumental objects – communication, dialogue, service, team work, research, whereas the 124 
latter identify with objects that are preferentially analytical – analysis, recognition, discovery, construction with bridges, 125 
ties and justice, as will be documented in the presentation of the results. 126 
 127 
3. Methodology: Objectives, Methods and Sample 128 
 129 
This investigation focused on the identification of identity dynamics in connection with the construction of professional 130 
knowledge and on a comparative analysis between two socio-professional groups: Social Assistants and Mediators. 131 
From the objectives of the defined investigation we would highlight the following: i) to identify the working language, 132 
professional knowledge, competencies to be learned, mobilized and developed by the professionals; ii) to examine the 133 
processes related to the construction of knowledge and expression of professional identities. 134 

A qualitative methodology (Huberman & Miles, 1991; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) was considered and this was guided 135 
by the interpretative paradigm. Phenomenology, symbolic interaction and ethno-methodology constituted the principal 136 
methodological strategies considered for the gathering, analysis and interpretation of the information. The mobilization 137 
and links between different theoretical perspectives, which shared common and complementary methodological features 138 
(Tesch, 1990), permitted access to the phenomena under study in distinctive ways and of a more profound nature, 139 
through the combining of written information, records of a historical, normative, theoretical and scientific nature with oral, 140 
unique, biographical and contextualized information. In the choice of information we favored documental research and in 141 
depth biographical interviews. The documental research focused on legal, technical and specifically scientific 142 
bibliographic documents about each of the professional groups, which were published in the different countries involve in 143 
the study. The biographical interviews centered on specific aspects and moments from the biographies of the subjects 144 
interviewed and particularly about feelings about work and the way it was carried out.  145 

The study concerned comparative case studies, of professionals in several countries: Portugal, France, Argentina 146 
and Brazil.  147 
 148 
Table 1 - Total number of subjects interviewed: by professional group and country 149 
 150 

Professional Group Country Social Assistants Mediators Total
Argentina 5 2 7
Brazil 3 2 5
France 3 4 7
Portugal 3 2 5
Total 14 10 24

 151 
Eight case studies were carried out - two in each country - and a total of 24 subjects were interviewed, as shown in Table 152 
1 above. The research covered a sample of maximum variation in which the following indicators were considered: age, 153 
sex, training pathway, professional experience and experience of training in the area. 154 
 155 
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4. Results 156 
 157 
4.1 Knowledge about Professional Activity in the Working Contexts  158 
 159 
The biographical interviews carried out with the Social Assistants and Mediators revealed their difficulty of explaining 160 
about their work, which was shown to cover a varied range of activities and the diverse nature of fundamental resources 161 
covered by fields of theoretical knowledge, experiential learning, working conditions and personal conditions and 162 
characteristics. 163 

Diversity of resources was identified as important for the work that they carried out, which required a balanced 164 
appreciation of theoretical knowledge and experiential learning, as well as personal conditions and characteristics 165 
(particularly those shown by the Mediators). To these they added in a significant way their working conditions of a 166 
variable nature, which reveals the specificity that they recognised in their work and its complexity. This was further 167 
reflected in their difficulty of saying what they do, which can - in certain measure - explain knowledge and unspoken 168 
learning and its invisibility on the part of Social Assistants and Mediators, which thus affects their social recognition. 169 

Table 2 shows the diversity of resources and the necessary and important learning for the work of Social 170 
Assistants and Mediators mentioned in their biographical interviews. 171 
 172 
Table 2 – Nature o resources and important working knowledge  173 
 174 

Social Assistants and Mediators
Nature of Resources Nature of Learning
Theoretical Knowledge Theoretical and disciplinary learning
Experiential Knowledge Experiential and contextual learning
Working conditions

Ethical learning 
Personal conditions and characterístics

 175 
The previous table identifies a differentiated group of resources that, besides learning of a diverse nature, 176 

presumes equality in working conditions and essential individual conditions in the organization and optimization of the 177 
real work of these professionals. From the group of necessary conditions identified the following stand out:  178 

 Material conditions – financial resources, institutional resources, human resources and spatial resources. 179 
 Methodological conditions – evaluation, supervision and records; communication; knowledge to deal with 180 

differences; personal organization. 181 
 Socio-pedagogical condições – team work; good (co-ordinator) co-ordination of work; freedom to make 182 

decisions; professional recognition. 183 
 Ethical-moral conditions – ethical commitment; commitment to the public; to have hope; to be sensitive.  184 
To the diversity of conditions identified, as important for the work that they carried out, they added groups of 185 

knowledge of a varied nature that were organized into theoretical knowledge, contextual knowledge and ethical 186 
knowledge. The Social Assistants and Mediators emphasized differentiated knowledge. The Social Assistants were 187 
guided more by action and intervention and the Mediators were more centered on understanding and communication, 188 
which is coherent with the field of activity of each of these profiesional groups. 189 

As one can see, the work of these professionals assumes, besides theoretical and technical knowledge, autonomy 190 
and judgment. According to Tardif (2000, p.7), “the matter is not only standardized technical knowledge, whose 191 
operational modes are codified and known in advance, for example, in the form of routines, procedures or recipes. On 192 
the contrary, their professional knowledge actually demands a bit of improvisation and adaptation to new and unique 193 
situations that demand professional reflection and judgment, so that one can not only to understand the problem but 194 
organize and clarify the desired objectives and the means to be used to achieve them”. In other words, the work 195 
presumes a process of production, characterized by a certain degree of indeterminateness and technicality, since these 196 
professionals demand not just the mere mobilization of knowledge but the making of judgments in situations of action 197 
(Tardif, 2000). In the same sense, Begon and Mairesse (2013, p. 42) recognize that, “in all the activity they progress real 198 
processes of creation - more or less hidden or explicit, which gives them a lively and significant character”, which is 199 
present in the productive and constructive dimension of activities. These activities are expressed through various forms 200 
of autonomy that are mobilized by the individual, who inspires their style and generic assumptions of action (Clot, 2008) 201 
and which the actor has diffulty in explaining verbally. 202 

The resources, knowledge, learning and actions explained by the Social Assistants and Mediators interviewed 203 
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reveal the multiplicity of conditions that they consider necessary to mobilize in the activities that they develope, which 204 
constitute a complex puzzle of diverse pieces that requires creative articulation. That is to say, “the knowledge valued 205 
and mobilized in work is connected with the way how they interpret and experience this matter that occurs in the arena of 206 
virtuosity of everyday work. Comparison to the world outside and to others reveals the importance of the ethos of 207 
virtuosity, while also demonstrating a specific approach to work, the conditions of its realization, as well as knowledge 208 
and the possibility of recognition by others - a recognition that is particularly relevant for the dynamic of the construction 209 
of identity” (Silva, 2007, p. 167).  210 

Therefore, knowledge acquired in the field of initial training becomes insufficient in the management of everyday 211 
work, so the mobilization of an shrewd intelligence (Dejours, 1993) is indispensable for the management of uncertain. 212 
unpredictable andunexpected events, which on being experienced need to be shared and puts into words that are not 213 
only cognitive appropriations but also affective. 214 
 215 
4.2 Mobilization of Learning and Construction of Professional Knowledge 216 
 217 
The professional knowledge identified by the respondents, which at times was difficult to communicate in an organized, 218 
rational and understandable way, remains and recovers itself in the competencies and capacities recognized as 219 
necessary by the Social Assistants and Mediators. Returning to what was referred above about the meaning and 220 
importance of professionalism, which were taken together as characteristic of professional groups and the individuals, 221 
who are integrated in them and their special connection with professionalization, various authors refer to the way how the 222 
people work (Bourdoncle, 1991; Chauvière & Tronche, 2002; Dubar, 2002) and particularly to the capacities, 223 
competencies, rationalization of knowledge, as well as conditions of visibility and affirmation for social recognition. This 224 
results in the visibility and the quality of what they do and in their social significance, which was found to be associated 225 
with an intention to adapt and adjust to the new times, including the demands of modernization (competition and 226 
competitiveness) that both the political-financial and educational representatives appropriate and disseminate. The 227 
importance attributed to knowledge mobilized in work and to the qualities of the workers assumes, according to 228 
Stroobants (1994), the recognition which for the latter represents an important value. 229 

In the biographical interviews of the Social Assistants and the Mediators, the competencies and capacities 230 
identified by both professional groups is - in large measure - coincident knowledge i.e. the capacity to communicate and 231 
to listen, the capacity for self-evaluation and the capacity to manage time. Whereas the different capacities highlighted by 232 
both groups were: the capacity for planning, negotiation and analysis and capacity of engagement and commitment for 233 
the group of Social Assistants and the capacity for empathy, understanding and presentation for the Mediators. 234 

The organization of knowledge, the competencies identified and their allocation to the domains of personal, social 235 
and emotional competencies - the domains especially relevant in field of intervention of both professional groups 236 
discussed here - can be read in Table 3. This shows that the main tendency is the identification of social competencies 237 
for the Mediators and a specific differentiation in the personal competencies of Social Assistants and Mediators, as well 238 
as in the emotional competencies, where commitment is especially stressed by the Social Assistant group and 239 
understanding by the Mediator group.  240 
 241 
Table 3 – Knowledge and Competencies recognized by the Social Assistants and Mediators 242 

 
Knowledge Competencies

Theoretical Contextual Ethical Personal Social Ethical 

SocialAssitants

Social 
sciences; social 
service; 
educational 
sciences 

Processual 
knowledge; 
pratices; 
interventional 
knowledge 
 

Ethical-
political 
knowledge; 
social 
commitment

Self-
evaluation; 
management 
of time; 
planning; 
analysis 

Communication; 
listening; 
negotiation. 

Personal 
commitment; 
respect; 
recognition 

Mediators 

Social 
sciences; 
conmunication 
sciences; 
educational 
sciences 

Knowledge 
about 
interaction; 
comnunication 
and 
understanding

Ethical 
knowledge; 
relational 
commitment

Self 
evaluation; 
management 
of time 

Communication; 
active listening; 
acceptance; 
interest and 
curiosity about 
others; empathy; 
knowing how to 
present oneself 

Understanding; 
respect; 
recognition 
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The linkage between knowledge and the competencies identifiedby the interviews with both socio-professional groups 243 
permits one to recognize a continuity betweem knowledge and competencies and to perceive the relationship between 244 
contextual knowledge and the social competencies of the Social Assistants and the Mediators, as well as between ethical 245 
knowledge and emotional competencies. 246 

The quotations that are transcribed below show how much interaction between the acquisition and mobilization of 247 
knowledge is essential in the process of appropriation, reconstruction and improvement in the practices and knowledge 248 
required for them to be mobilized: 249 

 250 
 “Practice is a privileged space, where one can search for knowledge and start this intervention, afterwards it can be 251 
deepened theoretically in the University” (Brazilian Social Assistant). 252 
 253 
 “The experience of having done the mediation allows me to speak about her in training contexts; thus 254 
practice permite us to evaluate and organise our… a new discourse. It is a phase of learning” (Portuguese 255 
Mediator). 256 
 257 

The words from the interviews reveal the meaning and importanc of the ‘epistemology of professional action’, which 258 
Schön (1996) advocates, and the process considered by them in the acquisition, mobilization, appropriation, production 259 
and reconstruction of pertinent knowledge for an action. They verify a special importance of sharing, supervision and 260 
reflection, for appropriation and (re)development and an essential condition for the integrated synthesis of theoretical and 261 
practical knowledge. 262 

The process of (re)construction of knowledge and competencies identified by the Social Assistants and Mediators 263 
interviewed presumes an acquisition of knowledge, the mobilization of knowledge in professional practice, the 264 
appropriation of this knowledge for reflection, sharing, supervision and evaluation and reconstruction of knowledge and 265 
production of new knowledge in an interactive and dialogical dynamic. According to Pineau (2013), this process 266 
translates into a construction in interchange and into the development of a reflexive practice with the production of 267 
knowledge of two types: experiential and formal. 268 

The communication, exchange and socialization of knowledge is an aspect especially appreciated by 269 
professionals of both groups, giving notice of the continuity and relevance of communication, as well as in their work 270 
activities. The activity becomes an “obligatory passage” (Faïta & Donato, 1998) for the mobilization, appropriation and 271 
production of knowledge and competencies. 272 

Professional development is associated with training, learning and the competence of the professionals. As the 273 
right designation indicates, it has underlying it the process of construction and development of a responsible, 274 
autonomous and competent professional, thus constituting an important element in affirmation and recognition 275 
professional identity. Also it is a condition expressed and repeated more and more in official and scientific discourses and 276 
by organizations associated with the quality of professional performance and to the expected and visible results of their 277 
work. Professional development assumes, besides initial training that permits access to the profession, a continuous 278 
updating of necessary and pertinent knowledge for the appropriate carrying out of work and, consequently, for a good 279 
professional performance. This performance of the professionals does not only depend on relevant and mobilized 280 
knowledge in the real contexts of their activity but also from a set important, material and emotional conditions, which 281 
contribute to the organization and rearrangement of knowledge in specific action situations. 282 

The activities of the Social Services and Mediation presume relationships and interaction, attribution of words to 283 
reality, which make them operational (Autés, 1999). Their work occurs and is said in words and in communication 284 
combined in different ways and tenses of the verbs to speak, listen, communicate, understand, negotiate, analyze, 285 
compromise, etc which explains the importance of communication and language (verbal and non-verbal) in their 286 
professional actions. Communication constitutes for these professionals what Dubet (2002, pp. 262-263) calls “the salt of 287 
the service”, “the heroic space”, “the place of an authenticity considered impossible in other registers of action”, thus 288 
making a reference to the professional ethic.  289 

Their work stands back from instrumental rationality, from a strict relationship between means and ends or from 290 
the execution of pre-defined and quantifiable acts, It emphasizes a person-to-person relationship and the taking of 291 
positions about what is true and what is just (Autés, 1999; Gorz, 2001). In this sense, it falls to stress that Social 292 
Assistants and Mediators do not determine “their actions solely according to criteria of efficacy but also by ethical 293 
assessments” (Autés, 1999, p. 246). The reference to ethics, which is present in their praxis, involves these professionals 294 
personally at the limits of subjectivity, as for Social Assistants they are proved in their ethical-political commitment and for 295 
Mediators in their understanding and neutrality. 296 
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The importance attributed to learning and training is strongly associated to its relevance for carrying out real work, 297 
thus favoring access to relevant knowledge for action, which constitutes, simultaneously, an opportunity for their 298 
professional development and for personal fulfillment.  299 
 300 
5. Conclusions 301 
 302 
Various studies and authors, as mentioned in this article, have shown that knowledge acquired in initial training is not 303 
sufficient and, often, becomes impracticable for managing everyday work. The contexts of work are places of 304 
experimentation and proof of the capacities and competencies of professionals and of their judgment by others 305 
(colleagues, users, hierarchies…). These become ‘arenas of skills’ and an expression of an ‘ethos of virtuosity’ (Dodier, 306 
1995) on the part of professionals. Dodier (1995) further stresses even though the work activity is, simultaneously, self-307 
knowledge that one explores by acting and through recognition by others at the same the work contexts are places of 308 
production and recognition of knowledge, which is essential in the construction of the identity of people. The work 309 
contexts constitute opportunities for the reconfiguration of the knowledge of specialists (scientific knowledge) in more or 310 
less original productions that are looking to restore the cognitive complexity of the logic of action. 311 

In the professions that deal with relationships, as is the case of the Social Services and Mediation, it is particularly 312 
important to mobilize what Déjours (1993) calls ‘shrewd intelligence’, which permits the management of the uncertain and 313 
unpredictable, which is manifest in unique and/or unexpected happenings. These happenings, which are experienced by 314 
the professionals, need to be shared, put into words that express not only cognitive adaptations but also subjective and 315 
affective experiences.  316 

What some authors denote as ‘communities of practice’ (Nóvoa, 2008) or ‘commission of cases’ and ‘supervision’ 317 
(as referred to by some of the professionals interviewed) are recognized contexts that are especially suited for learning 318 
and development of the professional. They are contexts that allow better sharing and understanding of a common 319 
language (between workers in the same office), the reflection about an action and the contextualization of knowledge, 320 
because they constitute a space-time dimension in which the work becomes the object of words and thinking, reflection 321 
and sharing of experiences. In these contexts the feeling of ownership and professional identity grows stronger, which is 322 
essential in the appropriation of knowledge, in the transformation of practices and in professional development. 323 

This investigation showed the availability and interest of the professionals for learning and their own professional 324 
development, which recognized the necessity of learning more and about diverse domains, as well as the setting of that 325 
learning in distinct contexts including formal contexts, such as universities, and in contexts where their work in interaction 326 
with colleagues occurs.  327 

The competencies that Social Assistants and Mediators consider relevant to learn about show their enrollment in 328 
an epistemology of professional action. This enrollment also reveals that the necessary professional knowledge for the 329 
specificity of professional practice is, at the same time, plural and heterogeneous, personalized and positioned (Tardif, 330 
2000). In other words, professional expertise does not give rise to mere applied science but to knowledge that is socially 331 
positioned and locally constructed, which needs to be reflected, suitable and shared in the community of the 332 
professionals in the same office, so that it can be communicated publicly and have social visibility. 333 

 334 
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